
Ensure your 
defibrillator 
(AED) never fails
MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH in the way AEDs can now be monitored and managed.  
The NEW Defibnet Smart Case is here!

Its total weight is only 3kg including the AED. It can be stowed in the boot of a car and 
can be easily carried by its handle to any emergency including on remote work sites.  

It provides 24/7 monitoring of your AED to ensure it’s always in working order and 
will alert your trained staff instantly if the AED has been activated or is in need of 
attention or maintenance.

The Defibnet Smart Case enables a management plan that guarantees you are in  
the best position in the case of an emergency to ensure the best possible outcome.
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DID YOU KNOW?
If someone has a cardiac arrest and doesn’t gain  

access to an AED within 5 minutes, their chance  

of survival is less than 50%.

US Research shows that as many as 1 in 5 AEDs would 

currently fail in an emergency situation. This is due to 

AEDs not being checked daily for functionality.

*Includes emergency kit with quick access 
shears, mask, gloves, razor and gauze. 

Optional extra: A removable Trauma Pouch can 
be attached that includes a multi-trauma dressing, 

elastic bandage, support bandage, tourniquet, 
emergency blanket, triangular bandage, eyewash, 

eye dressing, tape and amputation bags.

** Only available to corporate clients
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